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Environmental change associated with urbanization is considered one of the major

threats to biodiversity. Some species nevertheless seem to thrive in the urban areas,

probably associated with selection for phenotypes that match urban habitats. Previous

research defined different “copying styles” in distress behavior during the handling of

birds. These behaviors vary along a continuum from “proactive” to “reactive” copers.

By studying avian distress behaviors we aimed to broaden our understanding of the

relationship between coping styles and urbanization. Using a large-scale comparative

study of seven paired rural and urban sites across Europe, we assayed distress behaviors

during handling of urban and rural-dwelling populations of the great tit Parus major.

We detected no consistent pairwise differences in breath rate between urban and rural

habitats. However, urban great tits displayed more distress calling (fear screams) and

higher pecking rate (handling aggression) than rural birds. These findings suggest that

urban great tits have a more proactive coping strategy when dealing with stressful

conditions. This finding is in line with previous studies implying that urban great tits

are more explorative, less neophobic, and display shorter flight distances than their

rural counterparts, representing further aspects of the same “proactive,” coping strategy.

Future research should investigate whether reported differences in distress behavior are

due to local adaption caused by natural selection or due to phenotypic plasticity.

Keywords: urbanization, distress behavior, handling, coping strategy, distress calling, pecking rate, local

adaptation, great tit
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INTRODUCTION

Urban environments are expanding worldwide with an
unprecedented speed (United Nations, 2014); environmental
change associated with urbanization is being considered as
one of the main current threats to biodiversity (Turner et al.,
2004). However, urbanization also represents a potential source
of selection and a new avenue to study evolutionary processes
(Donihue and Lambert, 2014; Isaksson, 2015; Alberti et al., 2017;
Hendry et al., 2017).

For wildlife, urban habitats differ in many respects from rural
habitats, including microclimate, food abundance, pollution,
abundance of exotic species, and predation risk (Luniak and
Pisarski, 1982; Marzluff et al., 2001; Gaston, 2010; Gil and
Brumm, 2014). Many of these factors induce stress, defined in a
broad sense as changes away from an organisms’ physiological
homeostasis that emerge in response to a change in the
environment (sensu Badyaev, 2005; Tuomainen and Candolin,
2012). This is especially the case for factors that represent, or
are associated with increased perceived predation risk, such
as elevated disturbance due to the presence of humans, pet
mammals, and cars (Buchanan and Partecke, 2012). The obvious
hypothesis based on this known disturbance or perceived threat
is that urban animals would have an enhanced stress response
than rural-dwelling animals. However, the results are mixed. For
example, some studies reveal higher corticosterone levels (avian
stress hormones) in urban compared to rural bird populations
(Schoech et al., 2007; Fokidis et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011),
whereas other studies found the opposite pattern or no significant
differences (Partecke et al., 2006; French et al., 2008; Abolins-
Abols et al., 2016).

Nevertheless, whatever the direction of the effects, they
are likely to influence aspects of behavior, physiology, and
life history of urban-dwellers in their coping response to the
urban environment (Tuomainen and Candolin, 2012; Sprau
and Dingemanse, 2017). Consequently, stress-responses, i.e., the
behavioral and physiological means by which animals cope with
environmental stress, play an important role in local adaptation
(Badyaev, 2005). Hence, comparing stress-responses between
urban- and rural-dwelling populations can shed light on the
mechanisms underpinning adaptation to urban habitats. For
example, predatory attack ismost likely one of the highest stresses
that a prey animal can experience, and this is irrespective of
whether the animal is habituated to the urban environment.
Behavioral responses to such threats are commonly referred to
as distress behaviors (Møller and Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012). Previous
research has shown that distress behaviors displayed during
handling are parts of the same phenotypic syndrome that
encapsulates an entire suite of behavioral and physiological traits
that individual display in order to adaptively respond to stressful
situations (Koolhaas et al., 1999, 2010; Carere and vanOers, 2004;
Coppens et al., 2010; Carvalho et al., 2013; Class et al., 2014;
Kluen et al., 2014). Responses can be categorized into different
“coping styles,” varying along a continuum from “proactive” to
“reactive” copers, and they relate to the way organisms deal
with stressors. Summarizing, proactive individuals are more

aggressive, explorative, neophilic, and risk-prone than reactive
individuals (Carere et al., 2010).

Accordingly, birds displaying a high frequency of distress
behaviors represent proactive individuals. We focus in this paper
on three distress behaviors easily recorded during handling:
distress calling, handling aggression, and breath rate. Distress
calling rate has previously been related to proactivity: in black-
capped chickadees Poecile atricapillus, distress calling rate was
positively related to exploration rate, which is one of the main
characteristics of the proactive coping style (Guillette and Sturdy,
2011). In siskins Carduelis spinus, individuals uttering more
often distress calls, displayed also bolder behaviors in front of
a novel object (Mateos-González and Senar, 2012; Pascual and
Senar, 2014). In the Japanese quail Coturnix japonica, distress
calling was positively related to the excretion of corticosterone
metabolites, implying that high levels of distress calling are
related to proactivity (Niall Daisley et al., 2005). Distress calling
has therefore been used as a proxy of proactivity in several
studies (Andersen, 2012; Pascual and Senar, 2014; Thorsteinsen,
2015; Richardson et al., 2016). Aggression has also been regarded
as a typical response of proactive copers to stressful situations
(Koolhaas et al., 1999; Carere et al., 2010), and pecking rate
during handling is classically used to compare level of proactivity
among individuals (Brommer and Kluen, 2012; van den Brink
et al., 2012a,b; Class et al., 2014; Kluen et al., 2014; Dubuc-Messier
et al., 2017). Breath rate has also been suggested as an indicator
of coping style, with breath rates being higher in proactive
individuals than in reactive ones (Carere and van Oers, 2004; van
Oers and Carere, 2007; Torné-Noguera et al., 2014; Charmantier
et al., 2017). Additionally, breath rate has been found to correlate
positively to exploration rate, which as previously stated, is
one of the main characteristics of the proactive coping style
(Charmantier et al., 2017). The three behaviors have also been
found to be heritable (Koenig et al., 1991; Brommer and Kluen,
2012). Therefore, these three distress behaviors can be used as
an accurate proxy of coping style and their study may allow
a broader understanding of the role of coping style mediating
processes of urbanization in birds.

Recent work has found that distress behaviors during handling
differ between urban and rural population of birds. For example,
an interspecific comparison revealed that urban birds showed
higher frequencies of distress calling when handled than their
rural counterparts (Møller and Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012). Aggression,
another typical response to stressful situations (Koolhaas et al.,
1999), has also been found to differ in inter-specific comparisons
between urban and rural individuals during handling (Møller and
Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012). At the intra-specific level, urban birds have
also been shown to display different breath rates compared to
their rural counterparts during handling (Torné-Noguera et al.,
2014; Abolins-Abols et al., 2016; Charmantier et al., 2017). Yet,
this relationship may differ between species. To date, studies
comparing distress behaviors between urban and rural bird
populations (Møller and Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012; Torné-Noguera
et al., 2014) have lacked sufficient replication to draw firm
conclusions regarding the relationship between urbanization and
avian distress behavior (Evans et al., 2009).
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The main aim of the present paper was to investigate whether
urban and rural populations of the great tits (Parus major)
differ consistently in their behavioral response to an acute
perceived threat, assayed during capturing and handling (Møller
and Nielsen, 2010; Markó et al., 2013; Class et al., 2014; Kluen
et al., 2014; Dubuc-Messier et al., 2017). To acquire a robust
insight into the relationship between urbanization and distress
behavior, we assayed three different distress behaviors (distress
calling rate, pecking rate, and breath rate) in seven replicate pairs
of urban and rural/forest populations across Europe. Previous
work on this species has revealed many differences between
urban and rural great tits in terms of morphology (Horak
et al., 1995; Senar et al., 2014; Biard et al., 2017), physiology
(Andersson et al., 2015; Salmón et al., 2016; Toledo et al., 2016),
genetics (Björklund et al., 2010; Riyahi et al., 2015), life-history
(Berressem et al., 1983; Schmidt and Einloft-Achenbach, 1984;
Isaksson and Andersson, 2007; Hedblom and Soderstrom, 2012;
Bailly et al., 2015; Vaugoyeau et al., 2016; Charmantier et al.,
2017), population dynamics (Horak and Lebreton, 1998), and
behavior (Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003; Salaberria and Gil, 2010;
Riyahi et al., 2017). Urban great tits have been found to be
more explorative and less neophobic than rural tits (Tryjanowski
et al., 2016; Charmantier et al., 2017; Riyahi et al., 2017), to
display shorter flight initiation distances (Møller et al., 2015),
and to show a higher problem solving performance than rural
birds (Preiszner et al., 2017). Based on this growing body of
literature, which suggests that a proactive coping strategy fits
urban conditions, we predict that urban great tit populations
show a higher distress calling rate, pecking rate and breath rate
compared to their rural conspecifics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Areas and Sampling
Great tits were caught in seven distinct cities paired with a
close rural site: Granada (Spain), Barcelona (Spain), Montpellier
(France), Munich (Germany), Paris (France), Malmö (Sweden),
and Tartu (Estonia; Table 1). Paired sites within localities were
separated with distances ranging from 5 to 106 km (Table 1).
Natural habitats were either forest or rural areas, but we refer to

them as rural habitats for simplicity. To quantify the degree of
urbanization in each locality we used aerial images from Google
Maps following the methods previously described to assess the
effect of the degree of urbanization on wild bird populations
(Seress et al., 2014; Vincze et al., 2017). Briefly, each locality
was represented by a 1 × 1 km2 rectangular area around the
birds’ capture site. The content in each rectangle was evaluated
by dividing the image in 100 × 100 m2 cells and considering
three land-cover characteristics in each: proportion of buildings,
vegetation (including cultivated fields), and paved surfaces. The
different land-cover measures obtained per site fitted into a
principal component analysis (PCA) to estimate an urbanization
score (PC1) per site (Table 1). The PC1 values were multiplied
with −1 to obtain more positive values in the more urbanized
localities.

Great tits were captured using spring traps, mist nets or
funnel traps (Senar et al., 1997). Though trapping methods
differed among localities, they were identical in six out of
seven urban/rural pair sites (only Granada differed). Sampling
was conducted during the main breeding season at each
site (April–June), except for the Barcelona population, which
was sampled from January to April. Overall, we quantified
distress behaviors of 1,539 individual great tits. All individuals
represent independent data points as re-captures were not
included in our analyses comparing distress behavior between
habitats (see below). However, behavioral information of
individuals recorded in multiple years was used to estimate
repeatability (68 birds for breath rate and 22 for pecking and
distress calling rates, see below). All birds were sexed and
aged (yearling vs. adult) according to plumage characteristics
(Svensson, 1992).

Behavioral Tests
We performed measurements of distress behavior within 5min
after capture. We recorded three behaviors known to reflect
coping style and stress responsiveness and/or fighting propensity
during handling (Carere and van Oers, 2004; Fucikova et al.,
2009; Laiolo et al., 2009; Markó et al., 2013; Torné-Noguera
et al., 2014). Breath rate, distress call rate, and pecking rate were
recorded in the same consecutive order. The target traits were not

TABLE 1 | Sampling localities of urban and rural great tits (Parus major) across Europe.

Rural Urban

Locality Period sampled Latitude Longitude N PC1 Latitude Longitude N PC1 Distance (km)

Granada 2015–2016 36◦56′N 3◦30’W 19 −0.99 37◦12′N 3◦36′W 10 1.29 27

Barcelona 2015–2016 41◦23′N 2◦10′E 77 −2.40 41◦23′N 2◦09′E 49 2.76 5

Montpellier 2014–2016 43◦40′N 3◦40′E 97 −1.60 43◦36′N 3◦52′E 273 1.99 20

Munich 2014–2015 47◦ 58′N 11◦ 14′E 442 −1.55 48◦ 8′N 11◦ 34′E 208 3.05 31

Paris 2015–2016 48◦16′N 2◦41′E 55 −2.58 48◦51′N 2◦20′E 48 2.27 80

Malmö 2015 55◦40′N 13◦31′E 37 −2.56 55◦36′N 13◦02′E 41 2.03 35

Tartu 2015–2016 58◦7′N 25◦5′E 134 −2.17 58◦23′N 26◦43′E 49 0.46 106

We print the name of each site, year of sampling, locations, sample size (n), urbanization index (PC1), and the distance between the rural and the urban site. The lower the urbanization

index, the more urbanized the population’s habitat; Munich being the most and Tartu the least urbanized habitats among the cities.
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recorded in all localities: in Montpellier and Munich only breath
rate was recorded.

Breath rate was recorded by counting the number of breast
respiratory movements within 30 s, while holding the wings fixed
and also ensuring reduced disturbance by visual and sound
cues (Markó et al., 2013; Torné-Noguera et al., 2014). Pecking
rate and distress calling rate were subsequently quantified by
counting the number of pecks and distress calls that were
emitted during the next 15 s of handling (Fucikova et al., 2009;
Laiolo et al., 2009). Pecking rate refers to the number of pecks
against a straight finger positioned at 1–2 cm from the beak
of the focal bird while holding its legs (Markó et al., 2013).
Distress calling rate was defined as the number of vocalized
distress calls recorded during the same pecking rate trial (Markó
et al., 2013). Breath rate was measured by multiple observers in
Montpellier (n= 4) and Munich (n= 14). In the other localities,
a single observer recorded all data in both the rural and urban
site.

Statistical Analyses
To test for general differences in distress behavior between the
urban and rural habitats across the seven localities, data were
analyzed using univariate linear mixed-effects models (LMM),
in which breath rate, pecking rate, or distress calling rate were
sequentially included as the response variable. As fixed effects,
we included habitat (rural vs. urban), sex and age (yearling vs.
adult). Locality (n= 7 levels) and population (n= 2 populations∗

7 localities = 14 populations) were included as random effects.
LRT refers to a likelihood ratio test. As breath rate was measured
by multiple observers in two of the localities (see above), we
also included observer as random effect (23 levels, nested within
locality) in models explaining variation in breath rate. Since the
seven localities represented a wide range of different habitats,
a habitat-specific residual variance was fitted to account for
unequal residual variances between the two types (rural vs.
urban). Breath rate was analyzed assuming a Gaussian error
distribution, while pecking rate and distress call were analyzed
assuming a Poisson error distribution.

Bivariate LMM were used to estimate among-population
and among-individual-within-population covariances (and
correlations) between each unique combination of two behaviors,
where the two focal behaviors were entered as response
variables (following procedures detailed by Dingemanse and
Dochtermann, 2013).

Only a priori considered combinations of predictor variables
were entered into the statistical models, which was based on
biological thinking. This approach to the explicit test of a priori
formulated hypotheses has been suggested to allow more general
inferences than more traditional exploratory analyses in which
various possible interactions are tested sequentially or based
on statistical algorithm (Dochtermann, 2010). Accordingly, we
were interested in the interaction between habitat and locality,
because the difference between urban and rural habitats might
differ among localities (see also below). We also included the
interaction between habitat and sex, because previous analyses
revealed sex differences in the expression of some of the focal
behaviors (Markó et al., 2013). We also included an interaction

term between habitat and age to test for age-specific differences
between urban and rural populations (Markó et al., 2013).
In cases where the interaction between sex and habitat was
significant, we additionally modeled the sexes separately, in order
to understand for which sex the differences between habitats were
statistically supported.

We assumed that previous “capture history” did not affect
distress behavior, an assumption that was confirmed for the
Barcelona site, where the number of preceding captures had no
effect on distress behaviors measured during the present study
[distress calling rate: F(1, 119) = 1.4, p = 0.32; pecking rate:
F(1, 119) = 0.6, p = 0.52; breath rate: F(1, 119) = 0.2, p = 0.73].
Furthermore, we can infer that “capture history” should not be
an important confounder, as the data used in our analyses were
largely based on first captures.

Adjusted repeatability was calculated following Nakagawa
and Schielzeth (2010) using series of univariate LMMs where
individual identity and population identity were fitted as a
random effects, and where sex, age, and habitat as fixed effects.
We repeated these analyses for rural and urban birds separately
to calculate repeatability within each habitat type (urban vs.
rural).

All statistical analyses were carried out using the package
lme4, version 1.1-12 (Bates et al., 2011) and MCMCglmm
version 2.23 (Hadfield, 2010) within the R (version 3.3.1)
computing environment (R Development Core Team, 2017). For
the modeling based on MCMCglmm, we ran Markov chains
up to 230,000 iterations with 30,000 iterations of burn in and
with 500 iterations of thinning interval (longer runs, such as
1,300,000 iterations, did not improve the results). For prior
definition, we followed a technique called parameter expansion
as was suggested by Hadfield (2010), and set V = 1, nu = 0.02,
and alpha.V = 1,000. We repeated each run for each model 3–4
times to check the stability of results. After each run, the trace and
distribution of all estimated parameters were checked visually, as
well as autocorrelation between iterations. Furthermore, mixing
and convergence were checked with Gelman-Rubin statistics
(Gelman and Rubin, 1992).

RESULTS

The selected urban areas had significantly higher urbanization
scores than the selected rural areas [F(1, 13) = 96.08, p < 0.0001]
based on the satellite data, confirming that our assignments were
appropriate.

Distress calling rate showed a low and non-significant
between-year repeatability within individuals (Table 2).
However, repeatabilities of pecking and breath rates were of
higher magnitude, and were similar between rural and urban
populations (Table 2). Distress calling rate and pecking rate were
positively correlated within populations (Table 3) but distress
calling and pecking rates did not correlate significantly with
breath rate (Table 3), suggesting that breath rate was independent
from the two other traits. None of the between-population
correlations were statistically significant (Table 3).

Distress calling rate was higher in birds from urban compared
to rural habitats (Figure 1, Table 4). There was a non-significant
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TABLE 2 | Within-individual and between-year repeatability of distress calling,

pecking, and breath rates.

Individual repeatability

r SE −95%CI +95%CI p

DISTRESS CALLING RATE

Unadjusted repeatability

All birds 0.02 0.08 0 0.28 0.27

Adjusted repeatability

All birds 0.02 0.09 0 0.32 0.26

PECKING RATE

Unadjusted repeatability

All birds 0.59 0.18 0.13 0.84 <0.001

Rural birds 0.59 0.3 0 0.97 0.09

Urban birds 0.54 0.23 0 83 0.04

Adjusted repeatability

All birds 0.61 0.19 0.15 0.87 <0.001

Rural birds 0.38 0.32 0 0.91 0.04

Urban birds 0.55 0.22 0 0.84 0.04

BREATH RATE

Unadjusted repeatability

All birds 0.48 0.10 0.27 0.65 <0.001

Rural birds 0.43 0.2 0 0.76 0.01

Urban birds 0.49 0.11 0.25 0.68 <0.001

Adjusted repeatability

All birds 0.35 0.10 0.14 0.54 <0.001

Rural birds 0.39 0.21 0 0.74 0.08

Urban birds 0.37 0.12 0.13 0.59 <0.001

Univariate linear mixed-effects models were performed fitting bird identity as a random

effect. First, we present models where effects of sex, age, habitat, locality, and population,

were not included (i.e., estimates represent the unadjusted repeatability). Second,

we present models where the mentioned effects were controlled for (i.e., estimates

represent adjusted repeatability; sensu Nakagawa and Schielzeth, 2010). We also present

repeatability estimates separately for the urban and rural habitat (though for distress

calling rate, variance and the sample size was too small to analyze the two habitats

separately). Repeatability (r), standard error (SE), lower and upper confidence interval (CI),

and significance (p-value) is provided. Sample size for breath rate: nrural = 32, nurban =

104 individuals measured twice in different years, for pecking and distress calling rates:

nrural = 12, nurban = 32 individuals measured twice in different years.

trend toward an interaction between sex and habitat on distress
calling rate (Table 4). Though the difference in distress calling
rate between urban and rural areas tended to be stronger in
females compared to males, urban great tits of both sexes had
higher distress calling rates compared to their rural conspecifics.
The interaction between locality and habitat could not be
tested because models incorporating this fixed effect did not
converge.

In the full model for pecking rate, there was no significant
effect of habitat, age or their interaction (habitat: LRT = 2.75,
p = 0.10; age LRT = 0.00, p = 0.98; habitat × age: LRT = 0.29,
p= 0.59). Both locality and population were significantly related
with great tit pecking rate (locality: LRT = 7.24, p = 0.01;
population: LRT = 2.41, p < 0.01). In addition, males displayed
higher pecking rates than females (sex: LRT = 4.63, p = 0.03).
However, we also found a non-significant trend for an interaction
between sex and habitat on pecking rate (sex × habitat:

TABLE 3 | Correlations coefficients at different levels among distress calling,

pecking, and breath rates.

Correlations

Among-populations Within-populations

r −95%CI +95%CI r −95%CI +95%CI

Distress calling

vs. Pecking rate

0.54 −0.07 0.85 0.58 0.49 0.68

Distress calling

vs. Breath rate

0.14 −0.41 0.69 −0.01 −0.13 0.03

Pecking rate vs.

Breath rate

0.01 −0.63 0.65 0.04 −0.06 0.16

We print the correlation coefficient (r) and the credible intervals (CI) between-

population (the correlation of population means of the individual traits across different

populations) and within-population (the correlation of individual-specific measurements

within populations). When the upper and lower CI’s does not cross over zero the

correlation can be considered as significant (high-lighted in bold face).

FIGURE 1 | Between-individual variation (mean with standard error) in distress

calling rate along habitats (urban vs. rural) and localities (see Table 4; both

sexes combined). Distress calling rate is number of calls during 15 s.

LRT = 3.34, p = 0.07). A post-hoc analysis separating the sexes,
revealed that there was an effect of habitat on pecking rate in
males (LRT= 4.79, p= 0.03, Figure 2,Table 5) but not in females
(LRT = 0.01, p = 0.95). The interaction between locality and
habitat was non-significant (LRT: 0.34, p = 0.95) in the model
for males indicating that the higher pecking rate of urban than
rural males was consistent across localities (Figure 2).

Breath rate did not differ between urban and rural habitats
when controlling for sex, age, locality, population, and observer
effects (Table 6). The interaction between locality and habitat was
also non-significant (LRT < 0.001, p= 0.99), indicating that this
lack of difference was consistent across localities.

DISCUSSION

The present study reveals consistent differences in distress calling
rate between urban and rural populations of great tits, across
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TABLE 4 | Statistical summary of the analysis of distress calling rate between rural

and urban habitats.

LRT p ß −95% CI +95% CI

FIXED EFFECTS

(Intercept) −1.94 −3.13 0.80

Sex [male] 3.46 0.06 0.92 0.18 1.67

Age [yearling] 2.54 0.11 −0.44 −1.20 0.33

Habitat [urban] 15.44 <0.001 2.72 1.25 4.04

Habitat*Sex

[urban, male]

3.44 0.06 −1.08 −2.05 0.10

Habitat*Age

[urban, yearling]

0.56 0.46 −0.06 −1.05 0.95

RANDOM EFFECTS

Variance

Locality <0.001 0.99 <0.001 0.00 2.01

Population 3.19 0.07 0.01 0.00 1.69

Error 4.40 2.09 8.60

The table shows the results of LMMs, in which the significance of terms was evaluated by

likelihood-ratio test (LRT). Means of the parameter estimates (ß), variance components

and their respective 95%CI intervals were obtained from the posterior distribution of

the corresponding MCMCglmm. In square bracket we indicate to which factor level the

parameter estimate corresponds.

FIGURE 2 | Between-individual variation (mean with standard error) in pecking

rate along habitats (urban vs. rural) and localities (see Table 5). Pecking rate is

number of peckings during 15 s.

multiple European localities, with urban birds having, in general,
a higher distress calling rate than their rural conspecifics. In line
with this finding, pecking rate showed similar tendencies, but
only for males. By contrast, we did not find a general difference
in breath rate between urban and rural birds.

Distress behaviors displayed during handling have been
hypothesized to reflect the coping style of the different
individuals in the presence of an acute stressful situation
(Brommer and Kluen, 2012; Class et al., 2014; Kluen et al.,
2014; Class and Brommer, 2016). Among the three measured
distress behaviors, only distress calling rate showed a clear
habitat effect. The higher distress calling rate of urban great

TABLE 5 | Statistical summary of the analysis of pecking rate for male great tits

between rural and urban habitats.

LRT p ß -95% CI +95% CI

FIXED EFFECTS

(Intercept) 1.55 0.64 2.61

Age [yearling] 0.76 0.38 −0.07 0.21 0.32

Habitat [urban] 4.79 0.03 −0.46 0.02 1.09

Habitat*Age

[urban, yearling]

0.11 0.75 −0.02 −0.38 0.35

RANDOM EFFECTS

Variance

Locality 4.14 0.04 0.04 0.00 3.59

Population 4.78 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.52

Error 0.32 0.13 0.57

The table shows the results of LMMs, in which the significance of terms was evaluated by

likelihood-ratio test (LRT). Means of the parameter estimates (ß), variance components,

and their respective 95%CI intervals were obtained from the posterior distribution of

the corresponding MCMCglmm. In square bracket we indicate to which factor level the

parameter estimate corresponds.

TABLE 6 | Statistical summary of the analysis of breath rate between rural and

urban habitats.

LRT p ß −95% CI +95% CI

FIXED EFFECTS

(Intercept) 62.64 60.35 65.89

Sex [male] 0.649 0.42 −0.16 −1.51 1.38

Age [yearling] 1.186 0.28 0.83 −0.76 2.49

Habitat [urban] 0.432 0.51 1.25 −2.44 4.10

Habitat*Sex

[urban, male]

0.696 0.40 −0.71 −2.62 1.37

Habitat*Age

[urban, yearling]

0.353 0.55 −0.53 −2.31 2.22

RANDOM EFFECTS

Variance

Locality 0.001 1.00 <0.001 0.00 19.10

Observer 0.321 0.57 2.954 0.00 10.92

Population 16.500 <0.001 7.632 2.35 15.68

Error 84.28 76.63 95.40

The table shows the results of LMMs, in which the significance of terms was evaluated by

likelihood-ratio test (LRT). Means of the parameter estimates (ß), variance components

and their respective 95%CI intervals were obtained from the posterior distribution of

the corresponding MCMCglmm. In square bracket we indicate to which factor level the

parameter estimate corresponds.

tits compared to their rural counterparts is consistent with
findings of previous studies that compared bird species (Møller
and Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012). Given that high distress calling rates
have been related to a proactive coping style (Guillette and
Sturdy, 2011; Pascual and Senar, 2014), our results support
the view that urban birds are more proactive than rural
birds.

Because distress calling and pecking rates were correlated, we
expected similar habitat differences for the two traits. Indeed,
pecking rate was related to urbanization, but only for males.
This sexual difference has previously been observed (Markó et al.,
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2013), and is congruent with the general observation that males
are more aggressive than females. Under this general view, the
higher aggression of urban male great tits could be boosted
by intense intra-specific competition for a limited number of
territories and a potentially higher breeding density in urban
areas (Chamberlain et al., 2009). In line with this finding,
elevated levels of male territorial aggression have been found in
urban song sparrowsMelospiza melodia, compared to rural male
conspecifics. However, this pattern is not necessarily supported
in other species (Newman et al., 2006; Bókony et al., 2010;
Atwell et al., 2014; Hasegawa et al., 2014). Furthermore, bird
species living in urban landscapes have been shown to peck in
lower frequencies in response to handling than those inhabiting
rural habitats (Møller and Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012). Yet, Møller and
Ibáñez-Álamo (2012) did not discriminate between males and
females, which hampers a straightforward comparison with our
findings. Taken together, these inconsistent results do not allow
assessing whether pecking rate is more related to aggression
and the latter trait that differ between habitat types, or if it is
per se a distress behavior that is subjected to selection. In any
case, both aggression and behavior upon handling have been
regarded as typical indicators of the same proactive coping style
(Koolhaas et al., 1999; Carere et al., 2010; Class et al., 2014;
Kluen et al., 2014; Dubuc-Messier et al., 2017). Accordingly,
our data on great tit pecking rate suggests that urban males
are more proactive than rural males. The interaction between
habitat and locality was not significant, indicating that the
pecking rate differences among habitats was consistent across
localities.

In songbirds, breath rate has been proposed as an indicator
of acute stress resulting from a predatory attack, and more
generally, as an indicator of stress sensitivity and coping style
(Carere and van Oers, 2004; van Oers and Carere, 2007; Torné-
Noguera et al., 2014). Indeed, some studies found higher breath
rates in urban great tits compared to their rural counterparts
(Torné-Noguera et al., 2014; Charmantier et al., 2017). Our study
suggests that this finding does not represent a general pattern.
In other species, such as dark-eyed juncos Junco hyemalis, urban
birds even had a lower breath rate than their rural conspecifics
(Abolins-Abols et al., 2016). Our study further reveals that breath
rate did not correlate with any of the other behaviors in great
tits. This is surprising, since a positive association between
pecking rate and breath rate has previously been documented
in the closely related blue tit Cyanistes caeruleus (Brommer
and Kluen, 2012). However, breath rate has been shown to
be affected by seasonal, annual and other ecological factors,
hence it may be especially prone to micro-climatic and habitat
variation which may mask links to both general urbanization and
other behaviors (Torné-Noguera et al., 2014; Charmantier et al.,
2017).

The relatively low repeatability of distress calling, potentially
due to the low number of repeats per individual (Dingemanse
and Dochtermann, 2013; Markó et al., 2013), points to a
conservative measure of differences among habitats. Despite
the low repeatability, there existed strong differences in distress
calling among rural and urban individuals, what points to
important differences among habitats, suggesting that distress

calling may have evolved in response to urban-induced selection
pressures. The between-year repeatability estimates for pecking
and breath rate that we recorded, were generally higher than
repeatabilities for other behaviors reported in literature (Bell
et al., 2009). Given that male pecking rate was different
across the habitats and that the repeatability was high, this
particular trait seems part of the “urban behavioral phenotype.”
This finding is also supported by a recent study indicating
a non-random distribution of behavioral types along urban
gradients, but little behavioral plasticity in response to within-
individual variation to urbanization (Sprau and Dingemanse,
2017).

The combined datasets from different European projects
across the distribution of great tits enabled us to conduct
a cross-population comparison over a large geographic scale.
It entailed study-specific differences in capture time, trapping
methods, and observer effects. Nevertheless, we were able to
detect consistent differences between habitats, implying that
effects reported should be conservative. Altogether, our data
suggest that urban great tits, especially males, have a more
proactive coping strategy when dealing with stressful conditions
than rural birds. This finding is in line with studies showing that
urban great tits are more explorative and less neophobic than
their rural counterparts (Tryjanowski et al., 2016; Charmantier
et al., 2017; Riyahi et al., 2017), and display shorter flight
initiation distances (Møller, 2008, 2012), which represent other
aspects of the proactive coping strategy. Findings on the great
tit are also in line with data from other bird species, for which
urban populations have also been found to display proactive
behaviors (Evans et al., 2010; Carrete and Tella, 2017), but
these studies compared few populations (Miranda et al., 2013).
Our study included 14 populations from a large geographic
area and revealed consistent results across localities, allowing
to generalize the impact of urbanization on great tit coping
styles.

This proactive strategy of urban great tits could be
advantageous in the urban environment. Proactive individuals,
for instance, more rapidly discover and use new food resources
(van Overveld and Matthysen, 2010), and are less afraid of
novel objects or environments than reactive birds (Tryjanowski
et al., 2016; Charmantier et al., 2017; Riyahi et al., 2017), which
could help urban dwellers to take profit of the new feeding
opportunities that a city can provide (e.g., Fisher and Hinde,
1949). Our study therefore implies that urban birds may adapt to
human disturbance by a process of local adaptation, as suggested
previously (Partecke et al., 2006; Sol et al., 2013). Future research
should investigate whether the differences in distress behaviors
reported here have an underlying genetic base, hence are due to
local adaption caused by divergent natural selection, or originate
from phenotypic plasticity.
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